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Log on to tribute.ca and let us know what you think.
Updated daily with the latest news and gossip, celebrity bios,
movie trailers, showtimes, box office results and more.

Click on Star Interviews to hear…
Ben Barnes and cast talk
about The Chronicles of
Narnia: Prince Caspian.

Sarah Jessica Parker,
Kim Cattrall, Kristin 
Davis and Cynthia Nixon
dish on Sex and the City: The Movie.

Ben Barnes

Sarah Jessica Parker

Sign up for MovieMail and be the first to know all the
latest Hollywood gossip, get local movie showtimes and more.

Enter at tribute.ca to win great contests!

Log on to tribute.ca for more great prizes!

www.tribute.ca
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Which summer sequel are you 
anticipating most: The Dark 
Knight, The X-Files, Hellboy II,I
The Sisterhood of the Traveling 
Pants 2 or The Mummy: Tomb
of the Dragon Emperor? r

Vote now at tribute.ca.

Hellboy II

You could also win
passes to an advance

screening of

from
Empire
Theatres!

movies 
for a year
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Just tell us your best “getting over something” story.
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Role Call!
Canadian stars Malin Akerman and
Ryan Reynolds join Sandra Bullock
in The Proposal. In other news,
Charlize Theron joins Viggo
Mortensen in The Road and
Keanu Reeves, Maggie Gyllenhaal,
Alan Arkin and Monica Bellucci
have signed on for The Private
Lives of Pippa Lee.

Brit in demand
After Britney Spears helped
CBS’ How I Met Your Mother
earn its highest ratings of all
time, funny girl Tina Fey says
she would like Spears to appear
on her sitcom 30 Rock. “We
would love to work with
Britney,”Fey told reporters.“I’ve
worked with her twice on
Saturday Night Live and she was very
professional and nice.”

Sexy Date
A Japanese Sex And
The City fan has paid
$52,100 for two VIP
tickets accompany-
ing Kristin Davis to
the New York pre-
miere of the hit
show’s upcoming
movie.The $52,100
raised will go to
charity Oxfam.The

winning bidder
and a friend will
have their hair and

makeup profession-
ally styled, receive 

a pair of Jimmy Choo
shoes and accompa-
ny Davis down the

red carpet.

Married!
Beyoncé and her long-
time rap mogul beau
Jay-Z tied the knot
in New York. The New
York florist said that 75

boxes of white-and-cream-colored
orchids were ordered to decorate the
rapper’s downtown Manhattan apart-
ment, which made the apartment
look like a heavenly palace. A source
claims: “It was amazing. Everyone
had so much fun. It ended up being
a wild party. People partied until
4:30 a.m.”

www.tribute.ca
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Cameron’s new man?

Seems Cameron Diaz is continuing her
dating spree. Sources are saying that
Diaz has been getting close with fellow
actor Gerard Butler. What’s the proof?
You know, the usual being spotted
touching each other, getting cozy and
spending the night at The Chateau
Marmont Hotel in Los Angeles.

Nicole and Paris: New Feud?

scoop

They made up a few years ago after
falling out while filming the second
season of their reality show, The
Simple Life, but word has it that
Nicole Richie and Paris Hilton could
be on the outs again.

Sources claim that Richie is angry,
saying that Paris is trying to “copy”her
life. Hilton reportedly wants to follow
in her friend’s footsteps by having a
baby after hooking up with Benji
Madden, the brother of Richie’s fiancé
Joel Madden.

An unsubstantiated source says:
“Nicole was already upset when
Paris started dating Benji—it all hap-
pened too fast for her liking. Then
Nicole couldn’t go on tour with
them because she had to stay home
and look after her young daughter
Harlow. She is furious Paris is out
there gallivanting with her boyfriend
and his brother. If Paris gets preg-
nant, Nicole is going to go ballistic.
She thinks Paris copies everything
she does.” Stay tuned!

Star Birthdays
George Clooney.............. May 6, 1961ay

Colin Farrell .................... May 31,1976ay 3

Angelina Jolie ................. June 4, 1975... June 4, 19

Natalie Portman ............. June 9, 1981. June 9, 1

Shia LaBeouf................. June 11, 1986...

Nicole Kidman .............. June 20,1967....... Ju
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a-list

Speed Racer Hero Mach 6
Mattel $49.99
Take home a piece of the Speed
Racer action with this signature
action toy from Mattel. It comes
with a 5” scaled Speed figure and the ultti-
mate cool weaponry.The Mach 6 has its
signature “jump-jacks”to pop up on two
wheels,and with a push of a side button,
the car shoots out a rapid succession off
saw blades. It’s the ultimate toy for kids
and collectors alike.

THE CHRONICLES OF NARNIA:
PRINCE CASPIAN SOUNDTRACK
Universal Music
The original soundtrack to the highly-anticipated
second film from the blockbuster Narnia series,
features an unforgettable and heart-pounding score by
Grammy Award-winning composer Harry Gregson-

Williams.The disc also
i n c l u d e s
a collectible booklet
with film imagery
and an enhanced CD
featuring a compre-
hensive photo gallery
of movie photogra-
phy showcasing thehy showcasing the
caast, the amazing
seets and the vast
wworld of Narnia.

The EntourageThe Entourage
Handbook
By Lou Harry and 
Todd Tobias
Cider Mill Press, $14.95
Inspired by the hit HBO
show, this humorous
guide teaches you
everything from how
to select members of
your crew to adding or
getting rid of a person. It
even draws lessons
from other popular
shows such as Star Trek

and Seinfeldf , giving you all the information you
need to be followed around like a celebrity.

iMainGo 2
$49
Spring means yoou’ll
be spending mmore
time enjoying the
great outdoorss. To
take your mmusic
with you, the
iMainGo 2 sppeak-
er system froom
Portable SSound
Laboratoriess, Inc.
is a must.. This
mini musicc sys-
tem fits araround
almost anyy MP3
player, all iiPods and the iPhone and delivers
big sound anywhere.

Ten Bad Dates
With De Niro
Edited by 
Richard T. Kelly
The Overlook
Press, $35.50
What is film’s
most tragic farewell,
greatest opening-
credit sequence
or grisliest murder?
This collection of
ou t -o f - the -bo x
top ten lists from
leading critics,
filmmakers and writers is for serious
cinephiles. It even includes a list of “Ten Films We’d Like 
to See Remade”by the Coen brothers and a contribution by
Steven Soderbergh.

www.tribute.ca MAY/JUNE 2008 Tribute 7
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E became a hero after finding the Ark of
the Covenant, solidified himself as one of
the greatest adventurers of all time after
recovering the Sankara Stones and

became a legend after locating the Holy Grail.
One thing’s for sure, there’s no one quite like
Indiana Jones.

Now, more than 18 years later, the Indy saga
returns in its fourth installment: Indiana
Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull. With buzz all over the internet and
Indy fans hot in anticipation of the film’s May
release, it’s clear the Indy franchise hasn’t lost
its luster.

Everyone’s favorite archeologist adventurer returns
for more globe-trotting action in Indiana Jones and
the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull

Jonesing for more!

H



For more than 25 years, audiences
have been enraptured by the adven-
tures of Indiana Jones. The film trilo-
gy—Raiders of the Lost Ark, Indiana
Jones and the Temple of Doom and
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade—
has won six Oscars. So why make a
fourth? “We came back to do [Indy]
because we wanted to have fun,”
screenwriter George Lucas tells USA
Today. “It was really a blast to make.
It turned out fantastic.”Director Steven
Spielberg adds: “For me, making the
latest installment of Indiana Jones was
like getting back on the bicycle 
I hadn’t ridden in 18 years, and I was
able to keep my balance without train-
ing wheels. It was a real reunion, with
the sweetest memories we shared from
1980 through 1989, when we made
three Indiana Jones features, and to
have Karen Allen back, and to get
Harrison back in such great form!”

Of course, the plot for Indy 4
remains tight-lipped. What’s known
is that the story is set in 1957, and
this time around Dr. Henry Jones Jr.
goes up against cold-blooded, Cold
War Russians led by Oscar-winning
actress Cate Blanchett who plays
Agent Irina Spalko. There’s also, of
course, a new artifact, “the Crystal
Skulls,” which may possibly be
ancient alien supercomputers pro-
viding ultimate knowledge.

Karen Allen resumes her role as
Marion Ravenwood, Indy’s love from
the first film, Raiders of the Lost Ark,
and current Hollywood “It” boy Shia

LaBeouf character joins the cast as
Mutt Willams. LaBeouf’s character is
speculated to be the love child of
Indiana and Marion. Rounding out the
cast is John Hurt, who plays Abner
Ravenwood, Ray Winestone as Mac
and Jim Broadbent as a Yale Professor.

With all the excitement brewing,
one can’t help but wonder what the
appeal was for Ford, who turns 66
this July, to reprise this role after 18
years. Ford admits that after putting
his Indy costume back on, things just
slid into place.“It’s a very bizarre cos-
tume, when you think about it,” Ford
tells Vanity Fair. “It’s this guy sport-
ing a whip, who’s off usually for some
place really hot in his leather jacket.
There’s something about the charac-
ter that I guess is a good fit for me,
because the minute I put the costume
on, I recognize the tone that we need,
and I feel confident and clear about
the character.”

To keep things feeling real,Ford says
doing his own stunts was important
and that although he’s much older
than when he filmed the first three
films, in comparison Indy 4 was a
piece of cake.“In the first one, I tore
the A.C.L. in my left leg and then, in
the second one, I ended up with a bad
back injury and had to have surgery in
the middle of filming,” he admits to
Vanity Fair. “But in this one, I was
pretty much uninjured.”

Ford continues:“I always wanted to
make sure the audience understood
the pain so that they could participate
and enjoy the triumph. That was
always a very big part of my ambition
for the character, to allow the audi-
ence to see his fear, allow the audi-
ence to have a chance to see him
work his way through the problem,
not to be one of those characters that
you know is going to succeed. I guess
you know that Indiana Jones is finally
going to succeed,but I think you don’t
know how many bumps he’s going to
take before it happens.”

We’ll have to wait with bated breath
to find out what happens in the latest
Indy adventure, and the plot secrecy
only makes things more alluring. Even
LaBeouf doesn’t know what to really
expect. “I’m just as anxious as you
guys are. I haven’t seen anything,” he
tells IGN.com.“[Spielberg’s] just secre-
tive with certain people. He’s locked
in a room, and then George [Lucas]
gets his cut. It’s not like,‘Hey Shia it’s
viewing time!’ I’ll see it when the pre-
miere happens.”■

—Toni-Marie Ippolito

Jones pulls out the heavy artillery.

Ford and LaBeouf stand off against the Ruskies.

cover story

www.tribute.ca MAY/JUNE 2008 Tribute 11



Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981)
Stars: Harrison Ford, Karen Allen, 
Paul Freeman, Ronald Lacey, John
Rhys-Davies, Denholm Elliott
Set in 1936, archaeologist/adventurer
Dr. Henry “Indiana” Jones finds himself
in the middle of a Nazi plot to use the
mysterious powers of the Ark of the
Covenant to gain world power. Jones
scours the world with cohort, Marion Ravenwood (Allen), to
seek out the ancient Ark of the Covenant, said to contain the
remnants of the Ten Commandments, before his Nazi adver-
saries find it and harness its unknown powers for evil ends.
MAIN ARTIFACT: Jewish Ark of the Covenant that once held
the Ten Commandments

cover story

INDY 
Recap!

It’s been over 
18 years since 
Indiana Jones

hit the big screen.
Here’s a recap 

of his past 
adventures.

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade (1989) 
Stars: Harrison Ford, Sean Connery, Denholm Elliot, 
Alison Doody, John Rhys-Davies, River Phoenix
This saga begins with an introduction to a younger Indy
(played by the late Phoenix), who gives insight into the roots
of his taste for adventure, fear of snakes, and his interest in his-
torical artifacts. Flash forward to 1938 and Mr. Jones is drawn
away from his teaching duties after an art collector approach-
es him with a proposition to find the Holy Grail.Circumstances
reveal that  Jones’ father, Dr. Henry Jones (Connery) has disappeared while in search of
the cup. The search for the grail proves to be a dangerous quest, and its discovery may
proves fatal for all those who seek it.
MAIN ARTIFACT: Legendary Christian sacred vessel, the Holy Grail, the cup Jesus used
at the Last Supper

Indiana Jones and 
the Temple of
Doom (1984) 
Stars: Harrison Ford, 
Kate Kapshaw,
Jonathan Ke Quan,
Dan Aykroyd
Indiana Jones travels
across, around and
beneath the earth to find a precious gem
with help from young orphan Short Round
(Quan Ke Huy) and a sultry nightclub 
singer (Capshaw). Full of thrills and chases,
including a classic roller coaster ride
through a mineshaft.
MAIN ARTIFACT: The Sankara Stones,
three sacred Hindu stones
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Return to Narnia
The Pevensie children return for more
adventure, along with a new prince, in 
The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian



ETER, Susan, Edmund and Lucy
Pevensie have been away from
Narnia for only a year. But when
they return in The Chronicles of

Narnia: Prince Caspian, they find
that more than a thousand years have
passed. In that time, the evil King
Miraz has seized control of the throne
and the siblings make it their mission
to help the rightful heir, Prince
Caspian, overthrow the corrupt Miraz.
The amazing creatures and characters
of Narnia, of course, assist them.

Based on the second of C.S. Lewis’
classic Narnia series, Prince Caspian
will ratchet up the same excitement and
effects of the first film, The Lion, The
Witch and the Wardrobe, but promises
to be bigger, deeper and darker, even
going so far as to create a new action
sequence not in the original book.

P
Of course, all the well-

known characters are in
place. The original cast,
including William Moseley,
Anna Popplewell, Skandar
Keynes and Georgie Henley
will play characters Peter,
Susan, Edmund and Lucy
Pevensie respectively. Liam
Neeson returns as the voice
of Aslan, the wise lion.

Joining the cast is Ben
Barnes as Prince Caspian.
Although still relatively
unknown, the 26-year-old
Barnes is poised to become
somewhat of a heartthrob.
Preview audiences are already
swooning over the Brit’s
swashbuckling abilities and
brooding good looks.

But Narnia’s gain was the
National Theatre of England’s
loss. Barnes abruptly left 
the London production of
The History Boys when he
got the part of Caspian and
the Londoners were none 
too pleased about it.
Nevertheless, Barnes, who
read the Narnia books as

a child, felt this opportu-
nity was too good to

pass up. He subse-
quently spent eight
weeks stunt train-
ing and horseback
riding in New

Zealand to prep for the
role and, quite frankly,
he’s totally jazzed about

the movie.
He recently told

RottenTomatoes.com that
while the film will be a terrific
“summer action movie,” it’s
character-driven as well.

“You have to spend the time
getting the story right
because as amazing as the
special effects might be, if
you don’t (care) about the

characters then your film
won’t work,” Barns says.

“Caspian’s fairly well layered, I
think. He’s an orphan whose

father has been killed by his uncle
and he’s ambivalent about being a
leader. He really is on the threshold of
manhood and it’s quite cathartic; he
has to fight his own people.”

Barnes also speaks highly of direc-
tor Andrew Adamson (who also helmed
the first movie), saying that he “has
this extraordinary ability to focus on
minute details and the vastness of the
Narnia story at the same time.”

As for Adamson, he recently summed
up the decision to hire Barnes quite
succinctly to Empire magazine. “Why
did I choose Ben as Cas  pian? Well, I’m
sure you’ll see his charm.”

—Tom Jokic

MAY/JUNE 2008 Tribute 43
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OT on the heels of comic book
adaptation giants such as Spider-
Man, Batman and Superman
comes Iron Man. Anyone who’s

read the comics knows that Iron Man,
aka Tony Stark,is a genius. He entered the
prestigious Massachusetts Institute of
Technology at 15 and graduated at the
top of his class. After his parents died in
an accident, he inherited the family’s 
billion dollar business, Stark Industries.
Kidnapped by an enemy who wants
him to build a devastating
weapon, Stark instead builds
a high-tech suit of armor and
escapes. He soon finds that
Iron Man is needed to protect
the world when he uncovers a sinis-
ter plot with global implications.

Robert Downey Jr. spent five days
a week weight training and learning
martial arts to get into the kind of
physical shape he needed to accurately
portray a superhero. He acknowl-
edged he felt pressure playing the role
because of the legions of fans who have
their own ideas about the character
from reading the books. However, he
admitted during an appearance at
Comic-Con in San Diego that he
“became a geek for Iron Man myself.”

Director Jon Favreau told
Rottentomatoes.com that he wants the

film to appeal to a wide audience, not
just people who are already fans of the
comic books.“For this thing to work, it
has to attract people who don’t know
anything about the film or the charac-
ter,” he said.“But for the fans, we want-
ed to have enough stuff happening in
there that it seems like we were staying
true to [the character].”

There’s been talk of various Marvel
movie characters linking together in
comic films, and crossovers have
already begun, with Downey Jr. mak-
ing a cameo appearance as Tony Stark
in The Incredible Hulk, which opens
just a month after Iron Man. Downey
Jr. talked to MTV about his appear-
ance in the Hulk movie: “We were

just cross-pollinating our super-
heroes. It happens to be a scene
where I basically approach [William
Hurt’s character, General Ross], and
we may be considering going into
some sort of limited partnership
together. I don’t want to give too much
away, but he’s in disrepair at the time
I find him.”

There’s already talk of Iron Man
sequels. Downey Jr. says the character
Mandarin would be a good addition
for a sequel, calling him “Tony Stark’s
greatest nemesis.”

—Alexandra Heilbron—

preview

Actors
Robert Downey Jr.
Terrence Howard
Gwyneth Paltrow 

Jeff Bridges
Samuel L. Jackson

Director
Jon Favreau

Locations
California, Nevada

Outtake
Robert Downey Jr. won the roleobert Downey Jr. won the ro
despite interest from actors such spite interest from actors su
as Nicolas Cage and Tom Cruise.Nicolas Cage and Tom Crui

H

Indestructible
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Robert Downey Jr. dives into the
Marvel world as Iron Man
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“[An] edge-of-your-seat 
environmental thriller.”
RON FOLEY MACDONALD, Atlantic Film Festival

“A nature classic. Part Michael Moore,
part Jacques Cousteau.” ★★★★
KATHERINE MONK, CanWest News Service (Canada.com)

“What Stewart went through 
during filming…
is worthy of its own movie.” ★★★★★
JOHN GRIFFIN, The Montreal Gazette

“If you fail to be moved by this movie,
something is terribly wrong.” ★★★★★
PATRICK BLENNERHASSETT, Victoria News

“Truly exciting.” ★★★★
VANESSA FARQUHARSON, The National Post

HIGHEST GROSSING
CANADIAN
DOCUMENTARY
OF 2007!

NOW AVAILABLE
DVD AND BLU-RAY

WINNER!
26 INTERNATIONAL 

FILM FESTIVALS

© 2007 Alliance Films. All Rights Reserved.
Distributed exclusively in Canada by Alliance Films. All Rights Reserved.

WWW.SHARKWATER.COM



Known for goofy roles and playing goofy role

practical jokes on his celebrity friends,okes on his c

Ashton Kutcher n obviousisn’t an o

heaheartthrob. But producer starteddthis actor and pro

his career as a male model. He got his big breaakreer as a male model. H

playingng “himbo”Kelso on hat ’70s ShowTh . He’ss

since appeared on the big screen in comediese appeared on the big scr

suchch as DudeDu , Where’s my Car?my Car? and Just Marrried,

and dramas such as nd d The Guardianardi .This springg he

stars in What Happens in Vegas opposite Cammeron

Diaz, playing strangers who wake up to find thhem-

selves married after a crazy night in Sin City.

Kutcher has dated his share of Hollywood beauuties,

including former co-star Brittany Murphy.Whenn he startt ddddddddddddddddddedddedededd

dating Demi Moore in 2003, some believed it wwas just a 

publicity stunt, but five years later, they’re happpily married 

and still going strong.

sex degrees
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11Recently rehabbed starlet
�������	
����has had
her share of Hollywood

romances.Since ending a long-term rela-
tionship with Jake Gyllenhaal in 2004,
she’s been linked to several notorious
Hollywood players including Zach Braff,
Leonardo DiCaprio, Adrian Grenier,
rockers Fabrizio Moretti and Johnny
Borrell, and Josh Hartnett.

12 For a while, ������
������ was constantly
accompanied by her “man-

ager”Sam Lufti and paparazzo boyfriend
Adnan Ghalib. But it was unclear
whether she and Lufti were involved
romantically or whether the relationship
with Ghalib (who is married) was
sincere.Things seemed a lot less con-
fusing when she was married to Kevin
Federline or dating Justin Timberlake.

13 ����	��������� has
been quietly enjoying the
company of his rumored

fiancée Reese Witherspoon and her two
children.After dating Kirsten Dunst for
two years, Gyllenhaal was reportedly
looking for someone who better suited
his quiet lifestyle. Gyllenhaal had also
previously dated musician Jenny
Lewis and Natalie Portman.

14
���	�������� has-
n’t always been lucky in
love. Her marriages to bar

owner Jeremy Thomas and to
Canadian comedian Tom Green ended
in divorce.She was then involved with
The Strokes’ drummer Fabrizio
Moretti and linked to Spike Jonze and
Zach Braff. But things are definitely
looking up,as she and boyfriend Justin
Long have been spreading their hap-
piness all over Hollywood.

15It’s unlikely you’ll find
�������	�������team-��
ing up the pages of the

tabloids with scandalous behavior. She
quietly dated Mexican actor Gael
García Bernal and was also linked to
Jake Gyllenhaal. She’s now settled into
a relationship with model and fashion
designer Nathan Bogle.

1�����	�����may not be a��
household name but she’s
shared the screen with big

stars in movies like Monster-in-Law
and Just Married, where she met
Kutcher. The pair was linked before
he started dating his other Just
Married co-star Brittany Murphy.
Mazur has also dated Josh Hartnett,
Adrien Brody and Dave Navarro.

2After walking the Victoria’s
Secret catwalk and gracing the
pages of magazines as the face

of Revlon, model ����	
�����
has been taking time off to raise her
two children with longtime love Mark
Wahlberg. Durham has previously
been linked to Kutcher, Ben Stiller and
Stephen Dorff.

3Actress �����	����� is
best known for her television
roles in Jericho, Dark Angel

and Birds of Prey. She’s also graced
the big screen in films like Into the
Blue and Artificial Intelligence: AI.
But who knew she’s been involved
with some of Hollywood’s hottest
actors? Her dating history includes
Kutcher, Leonardo DiCaprio and
Kiefer Sutherland.

4When it comes to romancing
leading men, 
���	�����
is an expert. Not only has she

been linked to everyone from
Leonardo DiCaprio to Colin Farrell
to Owen Wilson, but she’s also man-
aged to maintain a friendship with
ex-husband Bruce Willis. Moore
married Kutcher in a Kabbalist cere-
mony in 2005, creating one big,
happy family.

5 �������	�����is clearly
a big fan of on-set romance.
She and Kutcher started dat-

ing after meeting on the set of Just
Married. She was linked to rapper
Eminem when they starred in 
8 Mile, and was once engaged to a
production assistant she met while
filming Little Black Book. She’s
now happily married to screen-
writer Simon Monjack.

6 ����	�������� appears to
be on a dating rampage since
his break-up with Scarlett

Johansson.The rumor mill was buzzing
when he was seen getting cozy with
popstar Rihanna. He’s also been linked
to Sienna Miller, Kirsten Dunst, Helena
Christensen and even Rumer Willis.
Recently,he’s been dating British singer
Nadine Coyle of Girls Aloud.

7 No one appreciates beauty quite
like ������
�	
�������.��
While he’s romanced his share

of Hollywood starlets (reportedly
Cameron Diaz,Sienna Miller and Jessica
Simpson), he’s a sucker for internation-
al supermodels. He dated Brazilian
beauty Gisele Bündchen for five years
before moving on to Israeli stunner
Bar Refaeli.

8 After dating some of the most
talked about ladies in Tinseltown
including Angelina Jolie,

Britney Spears and Lindsay Lohan,
�����	������� has opted for
lower profile romances. He dated
Irish student Muireann McDonnell
last year and now he’s reportedly
dating a security executive named
Victoria Christian.

9 Marriage rumors ran wild when
��������	���������was
recently seen shopping for

wedding dresses. But alas, it was
someone else’s wedding, not hers
with boyfriend Ryan Reynolds.
Johansson was previously in a
serious relationship with Josh
Hartnett, and not so serious ones
with Justin Timberlake, Jared Leto
and Benicio Del Toro.

10 When a hot Hollywood
couple is together for a
while, it’s only natural that

engagement rumors swirl. Such is the
case for �����	�����������and��
boyfriend Jake Gyllenhaal. The pair,
together for a year now, are said
to have gotten engaged secretly on
their trip to Rome last October.
Witherspoon was previously married
to Ryan Phillippe.
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Aries (MAR. 21 – APR. 20)

Now is the time for all good Rams to hit
their marks. Make your pitch, send out
the resume and ask for a promotion,
whatever will get you to the next level.
Financial uncertainty still lurks in the
wings, but by mid-month you’ve got it
under control. Follow your instincts
around the 20th, especially regarding a
romantic co-star.

Taurus (APR. 21 – MAY 21)

Yes, you’ve finally got the bull by the
horns—but now what? Much of the sce-
nario is still a work in progress, but you
make excellent gains this month. Your
insight is especially keen around the
14th. Later, your passion finds a more
sensual outlet when an important ques-
tion receives a favorable reply.

Gemini (MAY 22 – JUNE 21)

You’re ready to kick up your heels.
Some fun and frolic is refreshing, and
helps open new avenues of communi-
cation with your workmates. Mid-
month, you’re coming to the aid of a
close friend. Remember to respect
confidences, though. The 25th looks
optimal for a big-screen-worthy close-
up or two.

Cancer (JUNE 22 – JULY 22)

Time for a clean sweep! Eliminate
nagging issues from the past as well as
any people or situations that just
aren’t necessary. Mid-month, your
focus is on cheering up someone
close. By the 28th, you’re dreamy and
giddy with spring.

Leo (JULY 23 – AUG. 23)

Everyone else has spring fever, yet
your nose is pressed squarely to the
grindstone. Don’t worry, your time to
gather  rosebuds comes as soon as the
9th. From then on, you’re center stage
and on everyone’s A-list. Month’s end
is sweet and romantic.

Virgo (AUG. 24 – SEPT. 23)

The pace quickens this month, with
fresh opportunities galore. Rely on
your famous discrimination to know
which are worth following up. Life’s
highway takes some interesting
twists and turns from the 20th on.
Going along for the ride leads to eye-
opening experiences. Make a roman-
tic pit stop on the 26th.

Libra (SEPT. 24 – OCT. 23)

You and a significant other certainly
prove the truth of the old saying,Tra-
la-la. Focus on self-improvement mid-
month.Any plan works better for you
à deux.You contemplate setting up a
home office or taking work home
with you on the 20th. Resist signing
important documents after the 26th.

Scorpio (OCT. 24 – NOV. 22) 

You focus on the state of your
union.You’re content with the
current situation, but want
to fine-tune the script.
From the 9th on, you
focus on forging ahead.
Lift the secrecy and
make your big ambi-
tions known. Late in the
month, rather than fretting
about the slower pace, simply
take time to smell the flowers.

Sagittarius
(NOV. 23 – DEC. 21)

Your energy and enthusiasm
return with a vengeance. The
time is ripe to start something
new. Insist on greater recogni-
tion, but get it in writing
before the 26th. Crunch
some numbers mid-month
to see if you really can
afford that big vacation.
You and a partner fall out
over finances, but all is well
by the 19th. P
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Capricorn (DEC. 22 – JAN. 20)

Goal-oriented, you can sometimes run
roughshod over others to get to the
posts. Try a little more finesse and team-
work from the 9th on.You’ll find your
quiet charm works in your favor. Take a
break from the routine around the 23rd,
preferably around home base.

Aquarius (JAN. 21 – FEB. 18)

You’re in a passionate frame of mind
from the 9th on. It could lead to an
interesting, if challenging, new rap-
port. By the 18th, you’re more tempt-
ed than usual to stray off the beaten
track. By the 26th, the path of least
resistance is best, and going with the
flow pays off.

Pisces (FEB. 19 – MAR. 20)

Busy, busy, busy—yet you seem to be
going nowhere? Relax. It’s just a bout of
spring fever. Channel your restlessness
into a creative or charitable project
around the 11th and the 12th.Good news
comes your way on the 21st.Your home is

your romantic refuge on the 25th.

—Susan Kelly, astrologer

horoscope
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What the stars have planned for you
Star Struck

George Clooney
is as smooth as

they come. He fits
the Taurus male

stereotype to a “T.” With
Pisces rising, this actor is a
true chameleon. Extremely

private off-screen, especially
regarding his love life,
Clooney will find it even

more difficult to juggle his
personal and private lives this

year. He’s unlikely to settle
down before he hits the Big 5-0.
In love it’s the chase that thrills
him, while he remains very,
very reluctant to give his heart
to any one woman. George’s
creativity is at an all-time
high now, and he’s definite-
ly a star to watch heading

into 2009.

George Clooney
Taurus, May 6, 1961
Lexington, Kentucky
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P.S. I Love You 
MAY 6
When the love of Holly Kennedy’s
(Hilary Swank) life, Gerry
(Gerard Butler), passes away
from an illness, it takes the life
out of Holly. Before he died,
Gerry wrote Holly a series of let-
ters that will guide her, not only
through her grief but in rediscov-
ering herself.With Gerry’s words

as her guide, Holly embarks on a touching, exciting and
often hilarious journey.

tribute.ca user reviews
“P.S. I love this movie.”
“A little far fetched in some parts.”

www.tribute.ca

National Treasure: Book of Secrets  
MAY 20
When his great grandfather is
implicated in the assassination of
Abraham Lincoln,Benjamin Franklin
Gates (Nicolas Cage) is determined
to clear his name. He sets off in
pursuit of the infamous Book of
Secrets, said to contain the truth
about everything from Ben’s grand-
father to the murder of JFK. The

DVD includes an inside look at the many historic locations
featured in the film.

tribute.ca user reviews
“Great movie, even better then the first one.”
“Seemed too predictable.”

Two and a Half
Men: Season 3 
MAY 13
A parade of beautiful women
marches in and out of the Malibu
beach house that belongs to care-
free bachelor Charlie (Charlie
Sheen), his fussy chiropractor
brother Alan (Jon Cryer) and Alan’s

precocious young son Jake (Angus T. Jones). This season,
Charlie romances a beautiful ballet dancer, and Alan dates
a 22-year-old cutie and his domineering ex-wife. Could 
wedding bells ring for one of the brothers?

Lipstick Jungle:
Season 1

pp

MAY 27
Three modern New York women 
support one another through the
triumphs and tears that are part of
making it big. Movie exec Wendy
(Brooke Shields) does everything she
can to balance career and family.

Nico (Kim Raver), editor-in-chief of a hot fashion magazine,
has her eye on becoming CEO, and free-spirited designer 
Victory (Lindsay Price) longs to make her dreams come true
and find “Mr. Right.”

Mad Money 
MAY 13
Three woman, Bridget (Diane
Keaton), Nina (Queen Latifah) and
Jackie (Katie Holmes), devise a
plan to smuggle currency out of
the Federal Reserve Bank where
they work. It looks like they have
pulled it off until a minor misstep
alerts the authorities. The women

must now stay one step ahead of the law. The DVD
includes the featurette “Makin’ Money: Behind the Scenes
of Mad Money.”

tribute.ca user reviews
“Funny and good acting.”
“Could have been better.”

push play

Sharkwater  
APRIL 8
In this true-life adventure,filmmaker
Rob Stewart debunks stereotypes
of sharks as bloodthirsty monsters
and exposes the exploitation and
corruption surrounding the world’s
sharks. Stewart faces pirate boat
rammings, gunboat chases, corrupt
court systems and attempted mur-

der charges, all in an effort to protect these important 
creatures. The DVD includes the featurette “Sharkwater
Beneath the Surface.”Also available on Blu-Ray.

tribute.ca user reviews
“This movie was amazing.”
“The most moving film you will ever see.”
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Guide to current Showtimes and movie listings for Ontario cinemas 
and theatres. Your complete movie and film information source from Frontrowcentre.com

Speed Racer

select the movie you want to see in your province



EORGE CLOONEY has recently
gone from Hollywood’s most
notorious bachelor to potentially
engaged.Clooney’s been single for

years and always seemed content play-
ing the field, dating actresses, models
and anyone else that captured his inter-
est. But when Clooney brought his cur-
rent girlfriend, Sarah Larson, as his date
to the Academy Awards, everyone was
buzzing that he has finally settled down.
It was the first time the A-lister ever
brought a date to Hollywood’s big night.

Recently, the engagement rumors
have been flying.A restaurant worker

in Laglio, Italy where Clooney owns a
villa, was quoted as saying, “They
haven’t made any announcement yet,
but there are people in this town
who know more than me. They say
the couple are already engaged.”

Reports surfaced that Clooney and
Larson, whom he met while she was
working as a VIP hostess in Vegas,
were planning on getting married in
Italy this summer. Clooney was quick
to deny the rumors, but with Larson
constantly on his arm, it seems he’s
potentially given up the playboy
lifestyle for good.

Clooney isn’t the only celeb at the
center of engagement rumors. It’s
said that Reese Witherspoon is
engaged to Jake Gyllenhaal, Sienna
Miller is supposedly engaged to Rhys
Ifans and Jessica Simpson is rumored
to be settling down with quarterback
beau Tony Romo. The reigning king
and queen of engagement rumors are 
Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, who,
according to the tabloids, have been
engaged numerous times despite the
fact that they’ve stated they won’t
marry until it’s legal for all Americans
to do so.

George Clooney 
and Sarah Larson

Knot or not?

last take

www.tribute.ca
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Angelina Jolie
and Brad Pitt

ReReesesee 
WiWiththersppooonn 
annd d JaJakeke 
GyGyGyyyyyyllllllenenneneenhahahahhahahaalalaalalalalala

Sienna Miller
and Rhys Ifans

Jessica Simpson
and Tony Romo
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